Recovery of high-pressure solid forms to ambient pressures
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The discovery and study of new solid forms is a continual challenge in the field of solid-state science. The driving force behind this is the possibility that a new solid form of a given material might exhibit improved properties in comparison to the former e.g. increased solubility, improved mechanical properties. The use of high-pressure crystallographic methods has proven to be a highly efficient way to obtain new solid forms.1–3 Typically, these studies make use of a diamond anvil cell (DAC) to provide a high-pressure environment (~0.1-100’s GPa) with the sample crystal monitored by single crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) during compression/decompression.

![Figure 1. Illustration of anti-solvent addition process at high-pressure conditions](image)

The main limitation of traditional high-pressure methods is that if a new solid form is discovered that is also recoverable to ambient pressure then only a small, single particle of the material is obtained. Harvesting a single particle does not allow for straightforward evaluation of important material properties such as flowability, rheology and thermal properties. Furthermore, using a single crystal to seed a crystallization process to scale up production is challenging.

In recent work, we have investigated the use of a large volume press to obtain high-pressure solid forms and successfully recover them back to ambient pressure in significant quantity (100-1000’s mg) through compression or by anti-solvent addition at high pressure (approx. 0.8 GPa). Through these studies we have demonstrated the ability to obtain high pressure solid forms of para-aminobenzoic acid (delta polymorph),4 gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA monohydrate), paracetamol (Orthorhombic, polymorph II) and maleic acid (polymorph II).
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